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CSCI 150

Jetic Gū
Columbia College
This assignment is due on 30 Nov 2021
Please remember to write your name and student number.
You must complete the following assignment and submit a PDF of relevant questions. Handwritten submissions and proprietary formats (e.g. Pages or MS Word) will not be accepted. You will also need to upload LogicWork circuit design le. Then upload a single ZIP le to Moodle.
Submission File structure:

submission.zip
— circuit1-1.cct
— circuit1-2.cct
— circuit1-3.cct
— circuit2.cct
— circuit3.cct
— circuit5.cct
— circuit6.cct
— lib.clf
The circuit les 1-1, 1-2 are 0.5pt each, 1-3 1pts, the rest are 2pt each.

Lab 3
1. Save the library and circuit les we created in class containing the following designs in the nal ZIP le:
(1)

D latch (circuit1-1.cct);

(2)

D ip- op (circuit1-2.cct);

(3) Implement DA

= X A + X Y, DB = X B + X A, Z = X B (circuit1-3.cct);

(4) Draw the state table and diagram for (3) (1pt).
2. A sequential circuit has three D ip- ops A, B, and C, and one input X. The circuit is described by the following input equations:

DA = (BC + BC )X + (BC + B C )X
DB = A
DC = B
A. Derive the state table for the circuit (1pt).
B. Draw the state diagram (1pt).
C. Implement the circuit in logicworks, save as (circuit2.cct)
3. For the following state diagram.
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each state may have up to four directed lines coming out of the corresponding circle,
depending upon the number of states and the next state for each binary combination
of the input values.
There is no difference between a state table and a state diagram, except for
150
their manner ofCSCI
representation.
The state table is easier to derive from a given
logic diagram and input equations. The state diagram follows directly from the
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A. Starting from state 00 in the following state diagram, determine the state transitions and output se17 is applied (1pt).
quence that will be generated when an input sequence of FIGURE
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State Diagrams

B. Draw the state table, perform ip- op input equation determination and output equation determination
(1pt).
C. Implement the circuit in logicworks as (circuit3.cct)
4. A sequential circuit has two ip- ops A and B, one input X, and one output Y. The state diagram is shown
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

in the following gure. Draw the state table, and perform 1-hot state assignment (2pt).
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FIGURE 44
State Diagram for Problem 26

5. Draw the state diagram of rotator, write down the equations for each D ip- op (1pt), and complete the
implementation
27. (circuit5.cct).
*A set-dominant master–slave flip-flop has set and reset inputs. It differs
from a conventional master-slave SR flip-flop in that, when both S and R are
X2 X1to
X01,: original
Start state X3equal
4-bit,isimplement
using binary switches
the flip-flop
set.
(a) Obtain the state table of the set-dominant flip-flop.
Input Y
(b) Find the state diagram for the set-dominant flip-flop.
X2 X1 X0 X3flip-flop
0:
for left
);
(c)rotation
Design(output
the set-dominant
by using an SR flip-flop and logic gates
(including
inverters).
1:
for right rotation (output X X X X );
0 3 2 1

28.
Behaviour
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+The state table for a 3-bit twisted ring counter is given in Table 16. This
circuit has no inputs, and its outputs are the uncomplemented outputs of
the flip-flops. Since it has no inputs, it simply goes from state to state
Every CLK triggers a shift
whenever a clock pulse occurs. It has an asynchronous reset that initializes it
to state 000.
(a) Design the circuit using D flip-flops and assuming that the unspecified
next states are don’t-care conditions.
(b) Add the necessary logic to the circuit to initialize it to state 000 on
power-up master reset. Seite 2 von 3
(c) In the subsection “Designing with Unused States” of Section 5, three
techniques for dealing with situations in which a circuit accidentally
enters an unused state are discussed. If the circuit you designed in parts
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6. Find a state-machine diagram that is equivalent to the following state diagram. Reduce the complexity of
the transition conditions as much as possible. Attempt to make outputs unconditional by changing Mealy
outputs to Moore outputs. Make a state assignment to your state-machine diagram and nd an implemenSEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

tation for the corresponding sequential circuit using D op- ops, AND gates, OR gates, and inverters.
Reset
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Output Z
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FIGURE
45
(1) Draw the state-machine diagram
(1pt).

State Diagram for Problem 35

(2) Write down the Flip-Flop Input Equations and Output Equations (1pt).
to Moore outputs. Make a state assignment to your state-machine diagram
(3) Implement theand
circuit,
save
as circuit6.cct
find an
implementation
for the. corresponding sequential circuit using D
flop-flops, AND gates, OR gates, and inverters.
36.

Verify that the transitions in the state-machine diagram in Figure 29 obey
the two transition conditions for state diagrams.

37.

*You are to find the state-machine diagram for the following electronic
vending-machine specification. The vending machine sells jawbreaker candy,
one jawbreaker for 25¢. The machine accepts N (nickels = 5¢), D (dimes =
10¢), and Q (quarters = 25¢). When the sum of the coins inserted in
sequence is 25¢ or more, the machine dispenses one jawbreaker by making
DJ equal to 1 and returns to its initial state. No change is returned DJ equals
0 for all other states. If anything less than 25¢ is inserted and the CR (Coin
Return) pushbutton is pushed, then the coins deposited are returned
through the coin return slot by making RC equal to 1, after which the
machine returns to its initial state. RC equals 0 in all other states. Use Moore
outputs for your design.

38.

Design the sequential circuit for the state-machine diagram from Problem
37. You may either solve Problem 37 or find its solution on the textbook
website. Use a 1-hot state assignment, D flip-flops and AND gates, OR gates,
and inverters.

39.

You are to find the state-machine diagram for the following electronic
vending-machine specification. The vending machine sells soda for $1.50 per
bottle. The machine accepts only D ($1 bills) and Q (quarters = 25¢). When
the sum of money is greater than $1.50, i.e., two $1 bills, the machine returns
change in the coin return (two quarters). When $1.50 has been paid, the
machine lights an LED to indicate that a soda flavor may be selected. The
choices by pushbutton are C (Cola), L (Lemon soda), O (Orange soda), and
R (Root Beer). When one pushbutton is pushed, the selected soda is
dispensed and the machine returns to its initial state. One other feature is
that an LED comes on to warn the user that two quarters are not available
for change, so if a second $1 bill is inserted, no change will be given.
(a) Find the state-machine diagram for the soda vending machine as
specified.
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